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Mark J. Francis argues that International Representative James Blaine’s decision 

to settle his discharge grievance for reinstatement without back pay lacked a rational 
basis. 

 
FACTS 

 
Mark J. Francis is a Mobile Equipment Repairperson at General Motors Vehicle 

Manufacture Assembly Plant in Janesville, Wisconsin, with a seniority date of April 17, 
1995.  He works in a bargaining unit represented by UAW Local 95.  On May 20, 2005, 
Francis was discharged.  The Report of Disciplinary Action issued to Francis gives the 
following reason for his discharge: 

 
“An investigation has determined that you accessed the Internet using the 
GM information system and equipment wherein you visited Internet sites 
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and accessed pornographic material.  These actions are a violation of 
corporate policy.  Therefore, by your actions you are hereby discharged.”1 

A grievance fact sheet prepared by Local Committeeperson Steve Martin 
indicates that GM was investigating a salaried person who was accused of viewing 
pornography sites on the Company’s computer.  During the investigation, pornographic 
material was found on a computer in the foreman’s office and the material was linked to 
Francis.  Committeeperson Martin reported that no one witnessed Francis using the 
computer improperly.2 

 
UAW Local Union 95 filed five grievances protesting Francis’ discharge.  

Grievance No. 858551 charged management with issuing an unjust disciplinary leave to 
Francis.  Grievance No. 858552 charged management with an unjust discharge.  
Grievance Nos. 858553 and 858554 charged management with violations of 
Paragraphs (6) and (6a) of the UAW-GM National Agreement.  Grievance No. 858555 
charged management with failure to cite a shop rule violation on Francis’ disciplinary 
action report.3 

 
Management responded to Grievance No. 858551 during a Management-Shop 

Committee Meeting on July 28, 2005.  Its answer describes the circumstances leading 
up to Francis’ discharge as follows: 

 
“On 04-27-05, the grievant and another Mobile Equipment Repairperson 
reported the possible inappropriate use of the General Motors Information 
System by one of the supervisors assigned to Mobile Equipment Repair.  
On 05-04-05, the Supervisor of Labor Relations received an anonymous 
phone call from an employee stating he was assigned to the cited shop on 
another shift.  He stated that the grievant along with some other 
employees were the issue with the inappropriate use of the referenced 
information system. 

Based on this information, GM Global Security was contacted to assist the 
plant with an investigation into the alleged violation of corporate policy.  
On Tuesday, 05-10-05, a forensic investigator was assigned and reported 
to the plant to copy/ghost/analyze the hard drives of all computers located 
in the Mobile Equipment Repair area for any inappropriate activity.  There 
were three computers involved in the investigation, two (2) Compaq 
computers, one located in the repair area and one in the upstairs office, 
these units would be considered General Motors property and one (1) Dell 

                                                 
1 Record, p. 5. 
2 Record, p. 4. 
3 Record, pp. 6-8. 
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Computer owned by Premier, the vendor that manages the Mobile 
Equipment Repair activity. 

On Wednesday, 05-18-05, the forensic investigator informed the 
supervisor of Labor Relations of inappropriate activity that was found on 
the hard drive of the Premier (Dell) computer.  The findings of the 
investigation found that only the grievant had partook in any inappropriate 
activity.  The inappropriate activity focused on a pornographic website that 
the grievant accessed from the cited computer.”4 

Management declared that Francis was properly discharged based on these facts and it 
denied all of his grievances. 
 

Francis’ five grievances were consolidated as Appeal Case #AA-130.  Local 95 
Shop Chairperson John C. Dohner filed a statement of unadjusted grievance regarding 
Appeal Case #AA-130 on August 11, 2005.  Dohner observed that management based 
its discharge on the fact that Francis’ log-on ID and password were used to access 
Internet sites that were used to view the pornographic images.  Dohner pointed out that 
no one had witnessed Francis using the computer for this purpose and that his log-on 
ID and password were not secured but were, in fact, kept on top of Francis’ toolbox, so 
that they could have been used by anyone.5 

 
Dohner argued that GM’s policy with regard to viewing pornography on the 

Internet only applied to GM’s computers and equipment.  Dohner pointed out that the 
computer that was allegedly used by Francis was not a General Motors computer.  He 
stated: 

 
“…The computer that was allegedly used was not a General Motors 
computer; and, therefore, did not have firewall protection or a disclaimer 
that warns of inappropriate use.  This computer is not in any way hooked 
up to the General Motors pink wire that handles all computer links for 
General Motors. …”6 

Dohner observed that following GM’s investigation of the three computers, Premier 
issued a statement that GM did not have the right to access its computer and that they 
should contact the Premier headquarters before doing so in the future.7 
 

Dohner also argued that Francis’ discharge violated Paragraphs (6) and (6a) of 
the UAW-GM National Agreement in that it was in retaliation for a health and safety 
complaint that Francis had filed regarding an unsafe truck.  Dohner wrote: 
                                                 
4 Record, p. 12. 
5 Record, p. 15. 
6 Record, p. 15. 
7 Record, pp. 20. 
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“One also needs to take into consideration the incident that took place 
before the discharge.  The grievant was instructed to perform 
maintenance on the cube truck that is used to hall trash to the dump.  The 
grievant and another employee brought up the fact that these repairs were 
not going to make the truck road legal as far as the laws governed by the 
Wisconsin Department of Transportation.  The grievant and the other 
employee called their Union committeeperson and the UAW Safety 
Representatives over this issue.  A member of management had given the 
two employees a direct order to perform the work and the grievant stated 
he was liable if he fixed the truck and knowingly allowed it to go out on the 
road when it needed other repairs per Wisconsin state law.  Manager John 
Hines and Personnel Director Tom Hogan had given direct orders to 
perform the repairs on the truck.  It was only after threatening to go to the 
Corporation that management backed off of the issue.  All of the 
information is contained in (Exhibit D).  The Union feels that this is a direct 
violation of Paragraphs 6 & 6A of the National Agreement because he was 
involved in Union activities.”8 

Dohner attached to his statement a file of correspondence concerning Francis’ 
complaint about the cube truck and the Company’s response.9  Finally, Dohner argued 
that discharge was too severe a penalty even if Francis were guilty of the accusations 
against him.  He attached to his statement an article from the local newspaper about an 
employee who was reinstated by an arbitrator after having been fired for viewing 
pornography from his job.10 
 

In response to Dohner’s statement, Labor Relations Supervisor D. Brown 
asserted that Francis’ use of the Dell computer to view pornography was a direct 
violation of a corporate policy.  Brown stated that a letter describing the policy is posted 
on plant bulletin boards.  Furthermore, Brown stated that the use of the Premier 
computer to view pornography also violated the vendor’s policy regarding acceptable 
computer usage.11  Brown argued that Francis’ claim that someone else used his log-on 
ID and password to access the pornographic website was “merely an attempt to avoid 
guilt and a convenient excuse to defer responsibility to others.”12  Brown acknowledged 
that Francis had no discipline on his record prior to his discharge.13 

 

                                                 
8 Record, pp. 15-16. 
9 Record, pp. 21-41. 
10 Record, p. 9. 
11 Record, p. 44. 
12 Record, p. 45. 
13 Record, p. 42. 
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Francis’ case was appealed to the Umpire on October 17, 2005.  On December 
1, 2005, UAW-GM Department Representative Jerry Clifton wrote to Francis and asked 
him to call and discuss the details of the case.14  On June 2, 2006, Francis wrote to 
International President Ron Gettelfinger following a meeting with Jerry Clifton on May 
22.  Francis explained that he disagreed with Clifton’s evaluation of his case and the 
chance of successfully arbitrating his grievance.  Francis wrote: 

 
“Jerry Clifton maintains to me that he doesn’t believe the Union could 
argue that I wasn’t on the computer.  He maintains the preponderance of 
evidence would show I was.  In addition, Jerry Clifton maintains that all the 
Union could argue for me is the extent of the penalty was excessive.  I 
disagree for several reasons.”15 

Francis explained that the site on which the pornography was found is called 
“AdultFriendFinder.com.”  He stated that the website is a dating service and he 
acknowledged that he is a member.16  Francis stated that the computer on which the 
pornographic images were found was kept in a supervisor’s office that was kept locked.  
He continued: 
 

“Logically, the only persons who could sit in the office, view, and go 
undetected for these amounts of time would be supervision.  My 
supervisor at the time of the incident was Dave Robinson who no longer 
works for Premier.  My password and handle were in my wallet in the top 
of my tool box which is open for the entire shift daily.  D. Robinson was 
always putting paperwork in the top of my toolbox, as did anyone who 
wanted to borrow a tool.  Theft is not uncommon in factories, and not 
uncommon in this shop.  I have had tools, money, and on one occasion, a 
complete toolbox stolen out of the shop.  Maybe I should have guarded 
the numbers closer, but I should not have been fired for it.”17 

Francis attached to his letter the material that was taken off the hard drive of the 
Dell computer and argued that the material itself showed that he could not have been 
the person who downloaded it.  He noted that he joined the website on April 6, 2005, 
but that someone accessed the site and downloaded images using his user name, 
tattoo1357, prior to that date.  He pointed out that some of the transactions on the 
website took place while he was not at work.18  Francis also commented that many of 
the images were not downloaded from “AdultFriendFinder.com” and had no connection 
to him.19  Francis complained that Jerry Clifton also told him that he could not use 
                                                 
14 Record, p. 65. 
15 Record, p. 70. 
16 Record, p. 69. 
17 Record, p. 69. 
18 Record, p. 70. 
19 Record, pp. 81-96. 
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statements made against him by Personnel Director Tom Hogan regarding his health 
and safety complaint.  Francis concluded: 

 
“Lastly, many people in the Janesville GM plant have told me that the 
Local Union wants me gone as much as management.  I believe that 
Local #95 has badmouthed me to Don Douglas, V/P Richard Shoemaker, 
and Jerry Clifton to the point nobody will represent me.”20  

On November 14, 2006, UAW-GM Department Representative James Blaine 
settled Francis’ grievance based on the following agreement: 

 
“For the sole purpose of settling any and all claims associated with the 
grievant’s discharge, and without setting a precedent or prejudicing the 
position of either party in cases of like or similar nature: 

1. The grievant will be reinstated to active status effective November 
27, 2006, upon completing a return to work physical. 

2. The grievant’s status as recorded in his Personnel Record will be 
converted from “Discharge” effective May 20, 2005, to reflect a ‘Personal 
Leave.’ 

3. The grievant’s disciplinary record will reflect a disciplinary layoff of 
BOS and thirty days for misconduct dated May 20, 2005. 

4. The grievant will not be entitled to any compensation, monetary 
payment, or any other benefit, monetary or non-monetary as a result of 
this settlement.”21 

On November 15, 2006, an International Service Representative wrote to Francis that 
his grievance had been settled and that he should report to the plant in Janesville for a 
return to work physical on November 21, 2006. 
 

Francis returned to work as directed in November 2006, but he also filed an 
appeal with the International Executive Board (IEB) on December 8, 2006, protesting 
the Union’s failure to obtain a monetary settlement for him.  He wrote: 

 
“…I did nothing wrong and to settle for me to lose a year and one half of 
my credited service and wages, to say nothing of what damage this 
discipline has done to my reputation is certainly not rational.”22 

                                                 
20 Record, p. 72. 
21 Record, p. 114. 
22 Record, p. 119. 
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In addition, Francis asserted that the disposition of his grievance demonstrated 
collusion and discrimination.  He charged that the Local Union only went through the 
motions of processing the grievance and did not move it through the steps of the 
procedure in a timely fashion.  He argued that the Local Union could not represent him 
properly because they had never examined the evidence that the Company obtained 
from the hard drive of the Dell computer.23 
 

Francis maintained that GM did not have an official policy concerning computer 
usage at the Janesville plant until after he was fired.  He stated that the policy on 
appropriate use of GM Computing Systems & Equipment referred to in the Union’s 
Statement of Unadjusted Grievance was not issued at Janesville until August 31, 2005, 
and he provided a copy of the policy in a letter issued by Personnel Director Tom Hogan 
on that date.24  Francis commented: 

 
“Missing was the no policy in effect at Janesville for computer usage until 
well after my discharge.  I was discharged on 5-20-05 and the policy didn’t 
go into effect until August 31, 2005.  The Policy is enclosed as Attachment 
3.  In addition a secretary who works at our Local Union hall was 
discharged for improper computer usage and the Local Union had to pay 
her $60,000.00 and full reinstatement because the arbitrator ruled the 
Local Union did not have a policy in effect that covered computer usage.  
In my case, this little fact seems to be ignored. …”25 

Francis stated that there were other instances of supervisors and employees at GM-
Janesville being disciplined for viewing pornography on the Internet, but that the 
discipline they received was minor.  He wrote: 
 

“Missing was the information on 2 other employees here at Janesville that 
received discipline.  One employee actually admitted to downloading porn 
and received two weeks off.  Another employee admitted to downloading 
music, a Federal Law violation, and received 30 days.  In addition, a local 
law enforcement official was discharged for the same incident.  The 
arbitrator in the case ruled discharge was excessive. …”26 

Francis claimed that the Union failed to press the argument that Director Tom 
Hogan had threatened to have him fired as a result of his health and safety complaint 
about the cube truck.  Francis went on to complain about the amount of time it took to 
settle his grievance once it reached the International level.  He said that he met with 
Jerry Clifton the day before he retired and that Clifton did not say anything about 
retiring.  He said when he called Clifton on the following day, he felt deceived and 
                                                 
23 Record, p. 120. 
24 Record, p. 59. 
25 Record, p. 120. 
26 Record, p. 121. 
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abandoned.  In his conclusion, Francis insisted that he should not have suffered any 
loss because he had done nothing wrong.27 

 
Representative James Blaine responded to Francis’ appeal in a memorandum 

addressed to Present Gettelfinger on January 31, 2007.  Blaine explained that the 
evidence showed that Francis’ User ID and password were being used on numerous 
occasions during times that Francis was at work.  Blaine stated that Francis did have 
access to the Dell computer.28  Blaine pointed out that the material downloaded from the 
“AdultFriendFinder.com” website was in direct violation of GM’s acceptable use policy.  
Blaine reported that the policy dates back to November 20, 2000, and that the grievant 
ought to have been aware of it.  Blaine attached to his memorandum a number of 
Company publications regarding its computer use policy.  In addition, Blaine explained: 

 
“The grievant had assigned to him a GM I.D. and password as part of his 
job assignment and during the course of his job duties he would regularly 
log onto GM computing systems and access the Internet while performing 
his work assignment.  The evidence would show that the grievant would 
have had to acknowledge that GM had an acceptable use policy in order 
to gain access through the GM computing system to the Internet.”29 

Blaine attached to his memorandum a copy of a pop-up box from GM’s Internet 
Gateway which contains the following statement: 
 

“Your use of this Gateway should be in accordance with GM’s Acceptable 
Use Practice for Public Internet Access (available at 
http://ilm.gm.com/policies_05.html). User activity is monitored and abuse 
is subject to disciplinary action.”30 

The user would have to click OK to continue.  Blaine pointed out that if Francis were 
questioned during arbitration about his assertion that he did not know there was an 
Internet use policy in effect at GM, his credibility would have been severely damaged.  
In addition, Blaine found that Francis’ story about people stealing things out of his wallet 
and toolbox lacked credibility, because he had never reported any thefts or made any 
attempt to secure his toolbox.31 
 

Blaine stated that the Union really only had two arguments to present to an 
arbitrator.  The first was that the computer was not GM’s property.  He stated, however, 
that the phone line used by the Dell computer did belong to GM and was part of their 

                                                 
27 Record, p. 122. 
28 Record, p. 126. 
29 Record, p. 126. 
30 Record, p. 152. 
31 Record, pp. 126-127. 
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information system, so that this argument was weak. The second argument was that the 
penalty of discharge was too severe.  He reported that the Company had taken a hard 
line on all cases that involved pornography because of the potential for such material to 
create a hostile work environment.  Blaine stated: 

 
“…The settlement of the grievance was a result of many lengthy 
discussions with General Motors Corporate Arbitration Staff.  It was the 
best that could be negotiated without proceeding to arbitration and risking 
the loss of the grievant’s job. …”32 

In his conclusion, Blaine asserted that the settlement of Grievance No. 858551 was fair 
and equitable based on the facts of the case.  He reported that no collusion or 
discrimination entered into the decision-making process that resulted in the settlement.33 
 

President Gettelfinger’s staff determined that a hearing was unnecessary on 
Francis’ appeal.  They prepared a report to the IEB on the President’s behalf based on 
information provided by Francis, Local Union 95, and the UAW-GM Umpire Department.  
Staff observed that there was nothing unusual about the period of time required to 
process Francis’ grievance to the fourth step.  They also stated that the third step 
minutes demonstrated that the Local Union had raised all of Francis’ arguments in 
support of his grievance.34  They pointed out that the Local raised Francis’ argument 
that his discharge was in retaliation for having made a health and safety complaint by 
filing grievances citing violations of Paragraph (6) and Paragraph (6a) of the National 
Agreement.  Staff noted that Paragraph (6) of the National Agreement protects a 
member’s right to engage in lawful activity such as filing health and safety complaints 
without discrimination from management.35 

 
Staff reported that Francis also claimed discrimination because two other 

employees at the Janesville plant received lesser discipline for similar offences.  Staff 
observed that the employees in those cases admitted to their actions and management 
chose to resolve the issue based upon the discipline assessed.  In Francis’ case, on the 
other hand, Francis refused to acknowledge what he had done and management 
remained adamant in its decision to discharge.  Staff remarked that discipline 
grievances are usually resolved based upon the specific details of each case, and that 
those details were not available to the Union.36  Staff referred to the newspaper article 
about the correctional officer who was reinstated by an arbitrator and commented: 

 

                                                 
32 Record, p. 127. 
33 Record, p. 130. 
34 Record, p. 183. 
35 Record, p. 183. 
36 Record, p. 185. 
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“None of the above, including the settlement made, provide evidence of 
discrimination or improper handling.  Additionally, although the articles 
referenced above could not be used within the UAW-GM system as any 
kind of precedent, the GM Department did reach a similar conclusion.  
That is, the decision of discharge was too harsh a penalty in this specific 
case.”37 

With respect to Francis’ argument about the Local Union secretary who was paid 
$60,000, staff responded: 
 

“Once again, this has nothing to do with his specific case.  The appellant 
was discharged by GM; she was not.  If true, it appears the difference is 
GM did have a ‘Policy,’ the Local Union did not, which brings us to another 
argument by the appellant.  He alleges that there was no policy in effect at 
Janesville for computer usage until after his discharge.  He claims GM’s 
policy didn’t go into effect until August 31, 2005, and he was discharged 
on May 20, 2005.”38 

Staff went on to review the evidence that GM had in effect a well-publicized policy 
regarding use of the Internet years before Francis was discharged.  Staff found that 
Francis’ claim that he did not know about the policy lacked credibility.39 
 

Staff observed that the decision whether to arbitrate a grievance is up to the GM 
department and not the grievant. Staff found that Blaine’s settlement of Francis’ case 
did not lack a rational basis.  They pointed out that Francis admitted that he had an 
account with the website from which the pornographic images were downloaded.  
Furthermore, he acknowledged that his User ID and password were used to access the 
site.  Although Francis claimed that it was someone else who downloaded the 
pornographic images, he had no evidence to back up this claim.  The preponderance of 
the evidence was against Francis, so the UAW-GM Department negotiated a settlement 
that brought Francis back to work.  Staff concluded that the UAW-GM Department had 
valid, legitimate reasons not to take Francis’ case to arbitration.40 

 
Staff denied Francis’ appeal and its report was adopted by the IEB in a letter 

dated October 11, 2007.  Francis appealed the IEB’s decision to the Public Review 
Board (PRB) on November 7, 2007. 

 

                                                 
37 Record, p. 186. 
38 Record, p. 186. 
39 Record, pp. 187-188. 
40 Record, p. 190. 
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ARGUMENT 
 

A. Mark J. Francis: 

I was kept discharged for approximately 18 months for allegedly viewing 
pornography on a contractor’s computer in violation of GM’s Internet policy.  I have lost 
approximately $170,000 in wages and benefits as a result of this disciplinary layoff.  
During the time that I was discharged, I asked several times to have my case submitted 
to the Umpire.  I disagree with the analysis of my appeal by James Blaine of the 
International GM Umpire Staff.  I demonstrated in my appeal to the IEB that the 
disposition and handling of my grievance were influenced by collusion and devoid of 
any rational basis.  The IEB ignored the arguments that I presented in support of my 
appeal. 

 
The Local Union and the International Union simply went through the motions of 

processing a grievance on my behalf while relying on management’s version of the 
facts.  I have a membership at “AdultFriendFinder.com.”  I have not accessed the site 
on GM’s time or used GM’s equipment to do so.  I asked the Union to have the hard 
drive from the Dell computer examined by someone impartial so we could trust the 
evidence.  This request was ignored.  No one from the Local Union or the International 
examined management’s report on the hard drive.  I had to threaten legal action in order 
to get a copy of the hard drive report to examine.  I found that there is not one place on 
that hard drive that could be tied to me for any other reason than the fact that I was at 
work when some of the transactions occurred.  Management uses the fact that my 
password was used to gain entry to the site as evidence of my guilt.  Management 
conveniently leaves out the fact that my password was openly displayed in the area and 
anyone could have used it and apparently did.  

 
There are 53 entries in the hard drive report.  There are 36 entries with no 

reference to “AdultFriendFinder.com.”  There are 35 pictures of naked or semi-naked 
people with no reference to “AdultFriendFinder.com.”  There are seven entries before I 
even joined the website.  There are six entries of “AdultFriendFinder.com” when I was 
not at work.  There are just three naked or semi-naked images connected with 
“AdultFriendFinder.com.”  These facts confirm that others were accessing the site.  
Management has no substantive evidence that I violated the Internet policy.  It only has 
evidence that someone did.  You will not find any emails with my name, address or 
telephone number on the hard drive. 

 
The IEB argued that I had no evidence to support my claim that someone else 

was using my User ID and password to access the website.  If I knew who had done 
this, this case would not exist.  I cannot prove who did this any more than management 
could.  The International Union submissively went through the motions to bring closure 
to this grievance without demanding proof of the charge.  Furthermore, not one person 
can produce a copy of GM’s Internet policy at the Janesville plant.  Here again, the 
Union accepts management’s word without question.  As I have said, there was no 
policy until after my discipline.   
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I realize that the Union has a wide range of choices when resolving grievances, 
but discrimination and capriciousness are not included in that range.  The Local 
Chairperson dragged his feet and then referred the case to the International to escape 
responsibility.  Jerry Clifton did nothing and then retired.  Don Douglas did nothing and 
then was convicted of a crime.  There was no mention of the supervisor who was using 
the computer to view pornography because the Chairperson left this out of the Union’s 
statement.  

 
I resent the Union’s suggestion that I should have admitted guilt in order to get a 

better deal.  I do not admit to things I did not do.  When employees who admit to 
viewing pornography serve only two weeks and I serve 18 months with no back pay or 
pension credits for the same violation, I regard that as discrimination.  

 
B. International Union, UAW: 

Although appellant insists that he is innocent, the case against him was 
compelling.  The only pornographic website accessed on any of the computers in the 
Mobile Equipment Repair area was “AdultFriendFinder.com,” where Francis maintained 
an account.  Appellant argues that a number of the images downloaded are 
unaccompanied by data clearly linking them to the “AdultFriendFinder” site.  Even if the 
source of these photographs cannot be clearly identified, it is reasonable to assume that 
they came from “AdultFriendFinder.com,” as that was the only pornographic site visited 
by the Premier computer.  Each time the site was visited, the user logged on with 
appellant’s “AdultFriendFinder” ID and password.  And every time the Premier computer 
was used for this purpose, the user obtained Internet access over the Company’s 
telephone lines using appellant’s GM ID and password.  In light of these facts, which 
Francis does not dispute, it was reasonable for the GM Department to conclude that 
there was a substantial risk that the case would be lost, and that appellant would get 
nothing.  The settlement was thus in the best interest of Francis and the Union. 

 
Francis insists that the Umpire would have sustained his grievance because all of 

the Company’s evidence was circumstantial.  Francis places much emphasis on the fact 
that the Company had no witnesses to his use of the computer to view pornography.  
Nevertheless, the circumstantial evidence against Francis was strong as noted above.  
Furthermore, while the Company admits that someone could have used Francis’ user ID 
and password to access the website, it responds that its Internet use policy requires 
employees to keep such information secure.  Thus, had the case been arbitrated, GM 
would have been able to argue that it was appellant’s failure to keep his ID and 
password secret, itself a violation of Company policy, that facilitated the improper 
Internet use.  Francis’ claim that GM had no Internet policy prior to his discharge is one 
of his least credible as explained by Representative Blaine in his memorandum to 
President Gettelfinger. 

 
Francis’ claim that his user ID and password for the “AdultFriendFinder.com” 

website was stolen out of his wallet is unconvincing.  A more likely explanation for the 
use of this information while Francis was not at work, and one GM was sure to advance, 
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was that Francis shared the information with one or more of his co-workers.  In sum, 
there would have been ample grounds for an arbitrator to reject Francis’ exculpatory 
theories. 

 
The evidence in the record does not support Francis’ claim that he was fired in 

retaliation for the health and safety complaint that he filed on March 8, 2005.  The 
complaint was effectively resolved within a week of being filed when the plant’s 
Personnel Director notified the Local Chairperson that the cube truck would not be 
returned to service until all of the necessary repairs were made.  More than two months 
passed before Francis was fired.  It would have been difficult to convince the Umpire 
that there was a causal relationship between the complaint and appellant’s discharge.  

 
The issue before the PRB is not whether the appellant may have been able to 

obtain a better settlement before the Umpire than that achieved by the Union through 
negotiations, but whether the Union settled the grievance in good faith based on a 
rational assessment of its merits.  Although GM’s position was not without its 
weaknesses, appellant’s theory of the case had its own deficiencies.  It is possible that, 
had the case been tried, the appellant would have prevailed and that the Umpire would 
have granted the grievance in full or found the 18 month suspension to be unduly harsh.  
More likely though, the grievance would have been denied, at least in part.  It is 
probable that the Umpire would have reinstated appellant without back pay.  Such an 
outcome was especially likely given the absence of any prior arbitral authority in the 
area.  By settling the case without a hearing, the Union was able to get Francis back to 
work sooner and limit his financial losses.  Given the risk posed by arbitration, it was 
reasonable for the Union to accept the compromise offered by the Company. 

 
C. Rebuttal on behalf of Mark J. Francis by his Attorney,  
 Anthony J. Resimius: 

In its response to Francis’ appeal to the PRB, the Union states that on April 27, 
2005, Francis and another employee advised management that a supervisor was 
visiting pornographic websites using the Company’s computer.  A few days later, 
according to the Union, an anonymous caller reported to management that it was not a 
supervisor who was viewing pornography on the Internet, but Francis and one of his co-
workers.  The Union’s inability to investigate or comprehend the most basic facts is 
stunning.  Mark Francis was not one of the employees who reported that a Premier 
supervisor was viewing pornographic materials on the Internet.  As revealed by the 
affidavit of Committeeperson Jack Winkle, the investigation was triggered by another 
employee.41  Furthermore, the Union acknowledges that it was an anonymous caller 

                                                 
41 In the affidavit, Jack Winkle states that he was party to a conversation during which another employee 
informed management that the Dell computer was being used to view pornography.  The affidavit states, 
in pertinent part, as follows: 

“…J. Fiedler said that when he was on the third shift and S. Thompson was the 
supervisor, he walked in and saw him viewing pornography on the computer.  J. Fiedler 
told D. Brown that when S. Thompson saw him standing there, that S. Thompson said 
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who implicated Mark Francis.  This lends no credibility to management’s case.  It does 
not appear that the Union took any steps to identify this anonymous caller.  Instead, it 
simply accepted management’s version of events. 

 
The Union stated that an examination of the hard drive of Premier’s computer 

showed that appellant’s GM user ID and password had been used on multiple 
occasions to gain access to the Internet for the purpose of viewing and downloading 
pornographic images from “AdultFriendFinder.com.”  This is not how the system works.  
GM computers are accessed through use of a GM User ID and password.  Premier 
computers are not.  In order to access the Premier computer, a separate password was 
needed.  This password was kept in a locked drawer and known only to Premier 
supervisors.  Francis did not know the password and had only accessed the Premier 
computer in the past to look for parts after a Premier supervisor had already entered the 
password for him. 

 
The Union asserts that all of the pornographic images on the Premier computer 

came from the “AdultFriendFinder.com” website, and then acknowledges in a footnote 
that this is merely an assumption.  Had the Union done an investigation or hired a 
competent expert to complete a forensic study of the computer’s hard drive, we could 
be dealing with facts instead of assumptions.  Here again, the Union claims that 
someone logged on to the Premier computer using Francis’ GM user ID and password.  
You could not log on to the Premier computer with a GM user ID and Password.  Two 
Premier supervisors have been identified as viewing pornography on the Premier 
computer.  They had the password to log on to the Premier computer.  They also had 
access to Francis’ “AdultFriendFinder.com” user ID and password, because he kept that 
information in the same location where they kept their paperwork.  The Union should 
have discovered which supervisors were using Francis’ password and user ID to access 
“AdultFriendFinder.com”; however, they did no investigation.  Phrases used by the 
Union in its answer such as “reasonable to assume,” “the case against him was 
compelling,” “there is apparently no evidence,” and “there is no reason to believe that 
the analysis done by the Company was unreliable” are simply code for “we did not do a 
proper investigation and decided to take the Company’s word and arguments as 
absolute truth.” 

 
In its response to Francis’ appeal to the PRB, the Union speculates about what 

might account for people logging on to “AdultFriendFinder.com” before Francis became 
a member and while he was not at work, but they never raised these inconsistencies 
with GM, because they had not conducted an independent investigation of the evidence 
obtained by the Company from the hard drive. 

 

                                                                                                                                                             
something about typing in Big Blocks and that Big Cocks is what came up.  D. Brown got 
a concerned look on his face.  D. Brown never responded to what J. Fiedler said to him, 
but it was about a month later when Mark Francis was accused of allegedly viewing 
pornography on the very same computer.” (Record, p. 240) 
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The two individuals responsible for the initial investigation and processing of 
Francis’ grievance were Shop Chairperson John Dohner, Jr. and Personnel Director 
Tom Hogan.  Tom Hogan had openly declared his hostility to Francis as a result of the 
health and safety complaint he had filed in March 2005.  Shortly after Francis’ 
termination, Hogan met with Vincent Russo.  Russo asked Hogan to reconsider Francis’ 
discharge.  Hogan seemed angry and responded by saying that Mark was a bad 
employee and that he “pissed on my boots.”  Hogan pointed to the health and safety 
grievance on his desk to explain the source of his hostility.  We have submitted an 
affidavit of Vincent Russo concerning this conversation.42  During the week of May 23, 
2005, Hogan met with Jack Winkle and Steve Martin.  In that meeting, Hogan once 
again expressed his resentment against Francis for having filed the health and safety 
grievance.  Jack Winkle has submitted an affidavit describing that conversation.43 

 
Shop Chairperson Dohner was also hostile to Francis because of Francis’ open 

support for his political opponent during the last Local Union election.  As a result, 
Dohner did little to contest management’s arguments, to investigate the matter further, 
or to advocate for Francis.  After the grievance was referred to the International Union, 
the first three people assigned to it did little to assist in the preparation of Francis’ case.  
In fact, all three Representatives, Jerry Clifton, Don Douglas, and Richard Shoemaker, 
                                                 
42 Vince Russo’s affidavit states as follows: 

“I had conversation with the personnel director of Janesville GM in Wisconsin.  This took 
place in his office with me and him present.  The time frame was shortly after Mark 
Francis’ discharge about the last week of May 2005. 
 
I went to his office to ask him to reconsider Mark’s discharge.  At first, he wouldn’t 
entertain my questions.  Be he did seem angry and made the statement that Mark got 
fired legally and he wasn’t coming back.  He would only say Mark was a bad employee 
and he stated ‘pissed on my boots.’  He asked me if I knew about a form on his desk.  I 
recognized it as a health and safety complaint.  I answered yes it’s a health and safety 
grievance.   
 
I feel compelled to try and help people that are treated unfairly.  But my words fell on deaf 
ears.”  (Record, p. 238) 

43 Winkle’s affidavit states, in pertinent part, as follows: 

“District 4A Committeeperson Steve Martin and Alt. Committeeperson Jack Winkle sat 
down to meet with GM Personnel Director Tom Hogan.  Steve Martin started out by 
asking Tom Hogan what he had discussed with another hourly employee (Vince Russo) 
about Mark Francis.  Tom Hogan said he told Vince Russo that Mark Francis had been 
dismissed for violating shop rules.  S. Martin told T. Hogan that V. Russo was telling 
people that said that you (Tom Hogan) had got M. Francis good.  T. Hogan got red in the 
face and started saying that M. Francis had caused the corporation a lot of fucking 
trouble.  That he was glad M. Francis is no longer work[ing] for this company.  He went 
on to say that M. Francis had sat across from him and wouldn’t listen to reason on the 
subject of the cube truck.  That M. Francis said he was going to contact T. Hogan’s boss 
(Bill Boggs) on the matter.  So far as T. Hogan was concerned, M. Francis would no 
longer cause this corporation any more fucking trouble.  That M. Francis had violated the 
shop rules and corporation policy.”  (Record, p. 239) 
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retired during his case without informing him.  In the end, James Blaine was assigned to 
the case.  On October 4, 2006, Blaine met with Francis and Dohner on Francis’ appeal.  
During this meeting it became apparent that Dohner had not prepared the grievance 
properly.  In particular, Dohner failed to include in the grievance information which 
indicated that another Premier supervisor, Keith Wardensky, had been viewing 
pornography on the Premier computer.  Blaine told Dohner that it was important that all 
pertinent facts be entered into the grievance case.  Jack Winkle has described this 
meeting in an affidavit.44  Nevertheless, as the matter approached the Umpire stage, 
Dohner continued to argue against Francis and his case.  In the end, Blaine and the 
Union sided with Dohner and settled the case. 

 
Mark Francis does not get along with John Dohner, Jr.  Mark Francis does not 

get along with Tom Hogan.  Mark Francis has filed over 25 grievances in the past, 
including safety grievances.  These statements are all true.  However, none of these 
statements give the Union and Dohner the right to discriminate against Francis in the 
grievance process.  All Union members must be represented equally and in good faith.  
Francis was not.  I respectfully request that the PRB rule in favor of Mark Francis. 

 
DISCUSSION 

 
When we initially considered this appeal on April 19, 2008, we concluded that 

there were a number of factual issues that could not be resolved on the basis of the 
record.  Francis asserted that he did not have the log-on ID and password for the 
Premier computer and that he had to be logged on by a supervisor.  If that was true, it 
raised the question whether it would have been possible for Francis to have used the 
Dell computer to access the “AdultFriendFinder.com” website.  The International Union 
had referred to a GM ID and password and asserted that Francis was required to keep 
this information secured.  We were concerned with the possibility that someone in 
management could have obtained this information to implicate Francis in the 
downloading of pornography in retaliation for his having filed a meritorious health and 
                                                 
44 Jack Winkle’s affidavit states, in pertinent part, as follows: 

“Next they tried to discredit Mark when he said he wasn’t viewing pornographic material 
on any of the computers in the Fork Truck Repair area.  Mark said that someone must 
[have] got his log-on ID from the top drawer of his tool box.  That he puts his wallet there 
when he gets to work, and that anybody could [have] gotten it when he wasn’t looking.  At 
that time, Steve Martin spoke up and said that management had found evidence that a 
Premier foreman Keith Wardensky had been viewing pornography on that computer.  At 
that time, Jim Blaine turned to John Dohner and asked him why that fact was left out of 
Mark’s case.  John Dohner shrugged his shoulders and said he didn’t know why.  Then 
John Dohner turned at glared at Steve Martin for revealing that bit of information.  Jim 
Blaine then told Mark that the contention that management was retaliating against him for 
pushing the cube truck safety issue was without merit.  That management started 
investigating the improper use of the computers after receiving an anonymous tip.  I 
spoke up and told Jim Blaine that management’s contention was false.  That the reason 
they started investigating was because another employee had told Labor Relations that 
he had witnessed another foreman viewing pornography on the computer.  Again Jim 
Blaine asked John Dohner why this fact was left out.”  (Record, p. 242) 
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safety grievance.  We asked the parties to respond to a series of questions regarding 
access to the Dell computer owned by Premier, the log-on procedures for that 
computer, and the link between Francis and the pornographic images.45  Attorney 
Anthony J. Resimius responded on behalf of Francis on May 29, 2008.46  President 
Gettelfinger’s Administrative Assistant Don Sarkesian responded to Resimius on the 
President’s behalf on June 11, 2008.47  Representative Blaine also responded to our 
questions in a separate letter on July 22, 2008.48 

 
There is no dispute that Francis had established a membership on the website 

“AdultFriendFinder.com” and that he accessed this site with the user name “tattoo 1357” 
and the password “S87H7.”  The parties agreed that the specific link between the 
pornographic images found on Premier’s Dell computer and Mark Francis was the user 
name and password that Francis had established on “AdultFriendFinder.com.”  No GM 
ID or password is involved in this case.  President Gettelfinger’s Administrative 
Assistant Don Sarkesian acknowledged that the references to a GM ID and password 
were mistakenly made.49 

 
The parties are in complete disagreement on the question whether employees in 

the Mobile Equipment Repair Department had access to the Dell Computer.  Attorney 
Resimius’ letter states: 

 
“GM computers are accessed through use of a GM user ID and password.  
Premier computers are not.  In order to access the Premier computer, a 
separate password was needed.  This password was kept in a locked 
drawer and known only to Premier supervisors.  Francis did not know the 
password and had only accessed that computer in the past to look for 
parts after a Premier supervisor had already entered the password and 
supervised his looking for parts on the computer.  A GM password or user 
ID is not needed or used to access the Premier computer.  See also 
Forrestal statement.”50 

There is a notarized statement attached to Resimius’ letter signed by Robert Forrestal, 
which contains the following paragraphs: 
 

“1. The Dell computer in the supervisor’s office of Mobile Equipment 
Repair is solely owned by Premier Company. 

                                                 
45 Record, pp. 249-251. 
46 Record, p. 252-257. 
47 Record, pp. 264-273 
48 Record, pp. 281-283. 
49 Record, p. 264. 
50 Record, p. 254. 
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2.  The Dell computer is to be operated by Premier supervision employees 
only.  GM employees are not allowed to use this computer. 

3.  When supervisors are out of the office where the Dell computer is, the 
office door is to be locked. 

4.  The Dell computer is password protected, and the password is known 
only to Premier supervision.  There is no way to access the Internet on 
this computer unless the secret password is entered by Premier 
supervision.” 

Sarkesian’s description of the situation is entirely different.  His letter states: 
 

“The Dell computer in question is located in an office directly above the 
appellant’s work area, [it] normally requires a log in and password.  The 
office in question was often left unlocked by supervision.  It was common 
knowledge in the area that the log in and password to this computer was 
kept in a drawer below the computer itself during the time of this incident.  
Also, the Mobile Equipment Repair supervision would log into the 
computer at the start of the shift and leave it logged in throughout the shift.  
To access the Internet from this computer, a user needed only to click on 
a thumbnail icon on the screen to launch the phone modem dial-up 
connection using the General Motors owned information system phone 
line.  No log in or password was required as it had been permanently 
saved on the computer.  At this point, any user would have unabated 
access to the Internet.”51 

Sarkesian maintained that employees in the Mobile Equipment Repair Department did 
have physical access to the Dell computer because it was kept in an unlocked office in 
their work area.  Although these employees had no reason to be using the Dell 
computer for significant periods of time, Sarkesian stated that they could have done so 
without being observed by supervisors.  His letter described the set up in the Mobile 
Equipment Repair Department as follows: 
 

“… The appellant had unrestricted access to this area and as a result the 
office area as well.  As in any factory operation, there are periods of time 
when supervision is away attending meetings, on lunch, supervising other 
departments, or the appellant’s department was being supervised by 
another supervisor from another area of the plant.  It should also be 
pointed out that the appellant himself could be gone from the department 
for extended periods of time, as his work assignment would take him to 

                                                 
51 Record, p.267. 
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other areas of the plant or upstairs in his own department gathering parts 
or conducting business in the office area. …”52   

In his response to our questions, Representative Blaine asserted that the 
statement given by Forrestal is not accurate.  He wrote: 

 
“At the time of this incident, Mr. Forrestal was not the appellant’s assigned 
supervisor and worked on a shift other than the appellant.  Mr. Forrestal 
cannot give any direct testimony as to what the common office practices 
were on the shift the appellant worked on at the time of the incident.”53  

It may be that the computers used by supervision in the Mobile Equipment 
Repair Department are now secured in the manner described by Mr. Forrestal, but the 
Union’s description of the situation at the time of Francis’ discharge is supported by 
several documents in the record.  The Union’s statement of position filed in August 2005 
suggests that employees had relatively free access to this computer.  It states: 

 
“Further, the computer that was used was not a General Motors’ computer 
and had no warnings as to inappropriate use for whoever used it.  
Premier, the owner of the computer, did not instruct employees who used 
it as to what was proper use or not.”54 

The statement of Jack Winkle submitted by appellant to explain what initiated the 
Company’s investigation into misuse of the Internet describes an employee walking in 
on a supervisor who was viewing pornography on the computer.  This statement is 
consistent with the Union’s description of this area as a room that employees used 
frequently during the day, rather than the locked office suggested by Mr. Forrestal.  
Finally, all the descriptions of this computer confirm that this was merely a laptop on a 
dial-up connection rather than part of some secured computer network that required a 
password and ID to use.  Of course, it would be necessary at some point for the user to 
enter the ID and password for his Internet Service Provider, but it is a common practice 
for this information to be stored on a computer so that users can log on simply by 
clicking on an icon.  This record supports the conclusion, therefore, that Francis did 
have access to the computer owned by Premier and that he could log on to the Internet 
with it.  
 

One of Francis’ main complaints about the Union’s handling of his grievance was 
its failure to conduct an independent investigation of the EnCase Hard Drive Report.  
Francis’ attorney reiterated this argument in his response to our questions.  He pointed 
out that the Union only gained access to the Hard Drive Report after Francis had made 
repeated requests for it and threatened litigation in order to get it.  Once the report was 
                                                 
52 Record, p. 268. 
53 Record, p. 282. 
54 Record, p. 55. 
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obtained and Francis pointed out weaknesses in the Company’s evidence linking him to 
the pornographic images, attorney Resimius argued that the Local Union did not 
adequately present these weaknesses in its Statement of Unadjusted Grievance.  

 
In his response, Administrative Assistant Sarkesian reported that Representative 

Blaine did an extensive analysis of the Encase Hard Drive Report to determine what 
files were downloaded during Francis’ shift and if he was at work during these times.  
He has attached to his letter a spreadsheet showing the results of the Union’s 
analysis.55  Sarkesian stated that the spreadsheet demonstrates that Francis was at 
work during times when pornography was downloaded from the 
“AdultFriendFinder.com” website.  Attorney Resimius countered that the Union ignored 
the fact that other people were clearly using this computer to download pornography.  
He wrote: 

 
“The UAW simply arrived at the self-serving conclusion that Mr. Francis 
was to blame.  This conclusion by the UAW ignores the fact that Premier 
Supervisor Keith Wardinsky previously viewed pornography on the 
Premier computer.  This conclusion by the UAW ignores the fact that 
Premier Supervisor Steve Thompson previously viewed pornography on 
the Premier computer. …”56  

Representative Blaine acknowledged that others were likely using the Dell computer to 
download pornography, but he pointed out that this alone did not exculpate Francis.  
Furthermore, Blaine reported that the Union did use this information for Francis’ benefit.  
He stated: 
 

“The spreadsheet chart was not based upon only information gathered 
from appellant.  It was primarily based upon the Encase Report and 
attendance records obtained from General Motors.  The chart was created 
at the fourth step of the grievance procedure as a means of viewing the 
Encase Report data in a manner which allowed for the 
“AdultFriendFinder.com” website access dates to be cross referenced to 
appellant’s attendance record.  As a matter of fact, the chart was, in fact, 
used to advocate for the appellant during discussions with General 
Motors.  However, it did not completely prove that the appellant did not 
participate in the downloading of pornography in violation of General 
Motors’ stated policy.  It did, however, help us to reach a compromise 
settlement for the appellant.”57 

                                                 
55 Record, pp. 272-273. 
56 Record, p. 275. 
57 Record, p. 282 
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Blaine noted that the General Motors’ policy does not provide any mitigation to 
employees who only downloaded pornography once or a few times as opposed to many 
times.58 
 

There is evidence in this record to support the conclusion that Francis had used 
the Internet while at work to download pornography on at least one occasion and that 
he allowed others to use his membership in “AdultFriendFinder.com” to do the same.  
Faced with this record, Representative Blaine’s judgment that it would be imprudent to 
risk the loss of Francis’ employment by presenting his arguments to the Umpire was 
rational.  The defenses that Francis and his attorney wanted the Union to present to the 
Umpire are not particularly convincing.  The hypothesis that someone stole Francis’ 
“AdultFriendFinder” user ID and password out of a wallet or toolbox, while possible, is 
not very likely.  A person who found this information written on a slip of paper would not 
know that it went to “AdultFriendFinder.com.”  The more plausible conclusion is that 
Francis entered this information on the Dell computer at least once, or else gave it to 
someone and explained what it was for.   

 
Most of Francis’ arguments simply establish that other people were also 

downloading pornography from the “AdultFriendFinder.com” site.  That argument would 
not be likely to convince an Umpire that Francis was entitled to back pay.  Furthermore, 
arguments raised by Francis during the processing of his grievance severely discredit 
his claim to absolute innocence.  Francis’ initial response to his discharge was that he 
did not know it was a violation of GM’s policy to download pornography on a computer 
that was not a GM computer.  This defense implies an admission of guilt.  If the case 
went before the Umpire, the fact that the evidence supported the Company’s claim that 
Francis was involved in the downloading of pornography could very well have cost him 
his job.   

 
In addition, Blaine’s conclusion that Francis’ health and safety grievance had no 

connection to his discharge is supported by the record.  The record shows that 
management responded to the grievance right away by removing the cube truck from 
service.59  Francis has established that this made Director Tom Hogan very angry.  It is 
also apparent, however, that GM recognized the legitimacy of Francis’ complaint.  There 
is no evidence that GM was out to fire Francis over the issue. 

 

                                                 
58 Record, p. 281. 
59 On March 15, 2005, Personnel Director Tom Hogan issued a statement regarding the Janesville 
Assembly Cube Truck in which he described the resolution of Francis’ grievance as follows: 

“This letter is intended to remove any misunderstandings surrounding the repair and 
continued use of the cube truck currently in the Janesville Assembly fleet.  The 
aforementioned cube truck has been ‘red tagged’ by members of the plant Safety 
Department.  Specifically, a member of management and a Document 46 Health and 
Safety Representative have affixed a ‘red tag’ to the cube truck declaring it to be unsafe 
in its current condition.  The placement of that tag simply means that the truck will not be 
used in its current condition.” (Record, p. 29) 
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Our role in reviewing appeals regarding the handling of grievances is limited to 
claims that the Union representatives involved in processing the grievances were 
influenced by fraud, discrimination, or collusion with management or that their 
disposition or handling of the matter was devoid of any rational basis.60  The settlement 
achieved by Blaine that restored Francis to his job was clearly rational based on this 
record.  The problem in this case is not really the settlement, but the amount of time it 
took to reach it.  It appears that the settlement of this grievance was delayed by 
circumstances unrelated to its merits. As a result, appellant suffered what he perceived 
as a disproportionate disciplinary leave.  We were troubled by the fact that it took 18 
months rather than a shorter period to resolve this matter, especially in light of the latest 
UAW Administrative Letter calling for "prompt and careful investigation" for important 
grievances like long layoffs.61 

 
Nevertheless, we find that there was no deliberate intent to impose a 

disproportionate penalty on Francis.  When Representative Blaine got the case, he 
conducted a thorough investigation and achieved a settlement that protected Francis’ 
seniority.  The apparent delay in re-assigning the case following Clifton's retirement was 
regrettable but does not amount to arbitrary or perfunctory conduct by the International, 
especially given the thorough job that Blaine did once he had the case.  

 
The decision of the IEB is affirmed. 

                                                 
60 UAW International Constitution, Article 33, §4(i). 
61 Administrative Letter, Volume 54, No. 4, August 12, 2008, p. 3. 


